LEADING VOICE IN NEGOTIATION, LEADERSHIP & GENDER ISSUES

DEBORAH KOLB, Ph.D.
• Renowned Expert In Negotiation, Leadership, and Gender Issues
• In-Demand Keynote Speaker
• Globally Recognized Advisor To
Many of Today’s Leading Women Executives
			

• Highly Acclaimed Author

Newest Keynote

DEBORAH KOLB, Ph.D. is a foremost authority in the fields of negotiation, leadership,

Negotiating AT Work:

Leadership (Emerita) and co-founder of the Ford Foundation funded Center for Gender

Turn Small Wins For The Individual
Into Big Gains For The
Organization
In her latest keynote, Deborah Kolb helps
audiences address the real issues that keep
many women and high-potential leaders from
advancing faster to the top. By showing audiences
that negotiations don’t occur in a vacuum, but
within a context of organizational culture, prior
negotiations, power relationships she helps them
better understand which issues are negotiable,
and by whom. When we negotiate, we challenge
the status quo. But when we do it well, we create

and gender issues. Dr. Kolb Is the Deloitte Ellen Gabriel Professor for Women in
in Organizations at Simmons College. She was Former Executive Director and is currently
co-director of the Negotiations in the Workplace Project at the Program on Negotiation
at Harvard Law School, and is strategic advisor and mentor to many of today’s most
successful executive women. Dr. Kolb also served as Faculty Research Fellow at
Stanford’s Clayman Institute for Gender Research in 2008-2009, and is Adjunct Faculty
at INSEAD. She holds BA from Vassar College, M.B.A from the University of Colorado,
and Ph.D. from MIT Sloan School of Management. Her deep expertise leaves her
uniquely poised to help women and leaders understand the real issues that hinder
women’s advancement to senior leadership positions and provides them with the
concrete skills needed to negotiate successfully for the benefit of themselves, those that
follow, and the organization as a whole. For more visit DeborahMKolb.com

Bring DEBORAH To Your Audience

“small wins” for the individual that quickly grow
into “big gains”; becoming game-changers for the

					 Audience:

individual’s career, inspiring others, and adding

					 Senior executives and leaders in organizations looking to

value to the organization by laying the path for a

					 diversify the profile of leadership at the top, executive and
					 high potential women and leaders ready to take the next
					 step into senior leadership, and leaders at all levels looking
to 				 more effectively advocate for their own success

more diversified pool of leaders at the top.
Audiences gain many benefits from her work
as they learn to:
• Understand the hidden barriers that 		
often go unrecognized in organizations
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• Develop new concrete strategies and 		
skills required to navigate these barriers
• Secure wins for high potential leaders 		
and those around them that become big
gains for the organization as a whole
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Ask about copies of
Negotiating At Work
					
Executives, Harvard University, INSEAD, Columbia University,
for every attendee
		
		 Simmons College, and many more
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